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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 1 4067 2.6 1.4 4 64.6 99.8
1 2 4068 1.7 0.5 2 82.8 99.8
1 3 4032 1.4 1.4 4 35.3 98.9
1 4 4063 0.6 0.7 2 32.2 99.7
1 5 4058 1.4 0.7 2 72.3 99.6
1 6 4047 3.9 1.7 8 48.7 99.3
1 7 4024 4 1.8 8 49.7 98.7
2 1 4058 2.6 1 4 65.2 99.6
2 2 4049 4.6 1.9 8 57.3 99.3
2 3 4005 4 1.8 8 50.1 98.3
2 4 3990 4 1.8 8 50.2 97.9
3 3958 6.3 2.2 12 52.7 97.1
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GCE BUSINESS STUDIES – BS2 1082-01 

Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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23: 6



Note

Full of benefits to the company as a result of implementing training. Good knowledge is demonstrated.







24: 8



Note

Logical explanation of further benefits.Good link between productivity and increased revenue. 



Note

Packed full of reasons why training is such a benefit to businesses. Explanation is clear and logical. This straightforward response to a straightforward task fully deserves top Level 3. Eight marks awarded.












16: 5



Note

Establishes the importance of the Production function. However, some reference to producing good quality products would be preferable.







17: 7



Note

The business' departments were given in the text. The candidate correctly used these (and not departments that did not exist within the business). The importance of the role of the Sales department is clearly explained.



Note

The role of another department is analysed and reference to quality is made in this paragraph.



Note

Sound, succinct conclusion which emphasises the need for all departments to be effective and efficient. Level 3 response. Top marks would have been attained if other departments roles had been evaluated. Seven marks.












Question Answer Mark 
allocation 


Assessment 
objective 


2 2 With reference to Figure 2, explain how cash flow 
changes through the various stages of the product life 
cycle. 


Level 1 Candidate describes the rise and fall of the cash 
flow and demonstrates a basic understanding of 
the relationship. 


Level 2  Candidate attempts to analyse the relationship. 


Level 3 Candidate provides a full analysis of the 
relationship. 


Indicative content 


● Prior to launch – negative cash flow as costs
incurred in development of product, market
research.


● Launch – lowest negative cash flow – revenue
starts to flow in slowly.  Launch costs still to be
recovered – advertising, etc.


● Growth – cash flow becomes positive for first time
as revenue now covers costs incurred.


● Maturity – positive cash flow reaches its highest
level.  Cash Cow stage. Less money now being
spent on promotion – costs reduced.


● Decline – cash flow still positive although
declining as sales begin to fall.


8 


1-3 


4-6 


7-8 


AO1 2 
AO2 2 
AO3 4 








24 : 2



Note

A general point relating to motivation and working harder as a result. The benefit to the business is not really emphasised.



Note

A somewhat vague paragraph which offers no explanation as to how success will come about specifically. 



Note

This is largely repetition. Phrases such as 'doing them a favour' do not enhance responses and should be avoided.



Note

All in all a limited, repetitive response. The standard of communication and handwriting is disappointing and candidates should bear in mind that effective communication at AS level is important. Level 1  - 2 marks.












21: 3



Note

This opening sentence is not necessary and merely wastes valuable time.



Note

Good opening. States the reason why cash flow is negative and refers to Fig. 2



Note

Precise analysis explaining reason for negative cash flow figures. Very good technique.







22: 7



Note

Again, a correct reading of the graph. Sound knowledge, application and analysis.



Note

The peak point in cash flow is identified - a point missed by many candidates. Impact of competitors may have been alluded to here.



Dave

Note

Good analysis throughout - reference to extension strategy not necessary in the context of the question. A very good Level three response worthy of the seven marks attained.





















16: 2


17: 1



Note

Importance of productivity is relevant but what follows is not to the point.



Note

There is no customer service department. The conclusion is too brief and does not warrant any marks. A Level 1 response which attained only one mark.












Question Answer Mark 
allocation 


Assessment 
objective 


1 7
  


Discuss Eric’s view that production is the most 
important department in Harding’s Stoves if the 
business is to be successful. 
 


Level 1 Candidate briefly outlines the importance of the 
production department to the success of 
Harding’s Stoves as well as some other 
departments. Comments are superficial. 


 
Level 2 Candidate attempts to explain the importance of 


the production function to Harding’s Stoves and 
may attempt some evaluation. 


 
Level 3 Candidate fully evaluates the viewpoint. 
 


Indicative content 
 


● The stoves are the only product they make and 
therefore must be central to success. 


● They must be made to the quality standards 
required or customer dissatisfaction will result and 
reputation will suffer. 


● The stoves must be made on time to meet 
customer orders. 


● They need to produce sufficient quantities to meet 
demand. 


 


However: 
 


 ● Sales are a very important function – no sales no 
point in manufacturing. 


● Administration and accounts are central to the 
organization – credit control, wages, legal 
requirements, etc. 


● Design – helps to maintain competitiveness and 
increases the appeal of the stoves to potential 
customers. 


● Fitting – an important link between the product 
and the customer in ensuring customer 
satisfaction – the face of the business. 


 


To achieve top level 3 the evaluation must include a 
comment that all functional departments are 
important if the business is to be effective and 
succeed. 
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AO1  1 
AO2  1 
AO3  2 
AO4  4 
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Figure 2: A Classic Product Life Cycle Illustrating Sales Revenue and Cash Flow.


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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With reference to Figure 2, explain how cash flow changes through the various 
stages of the product life cycle. [8]


2 2












21: 1



Note

The use of bullet points in this way is to be discouraged. Responses need to be written using full sentences and should make effective use of paragraphs. Nonetheless, the reason for the negative cash flow is recognised.



Note

Good development in relation to the introduction stage , although the point relating to price is questionable.







22: 5



Note

Some confused analysis here in relation to costs - contradiction is evident.



Note

Descriptive passage - no analysis in relation to the maturity phase.



Note

Final paragraph is irrelevant. The response contains enough knowledge and analysis to warrant reaching the mid-Level 3 stage and is awarded 5 marks.



Note

Dubious use of pricing strategy. 
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24:5



Note

A somewhat generalised and slightly repetitive opening paragraph which identifies key areas where benefits may be gained for businesses that implement training.



Note

Good knowledge demonstrated here and explanation develops in relation to skills, reduction in errors and workforce flexibility.



Note

Types of training are largely irrelevant and are not directly linked to benefits.  Sufficient for mid-level 2. Five marks awarded.





















Turn over.(1082-01)


Figure 3: An extract from “How we support our employees at Burton’s”.


Explain the benefits of an effective training programme to a business such as 
Burton’s Biscuits. [8]


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


By encouraging high levels of individual and team performance, we know our company 
will continue to go from strength to strength.


We are proud of all our employees and committed to offering them the best possible 
initiatives to help them develop both personally and professionally.


Here are some examples of the schemes and benefits we offer to the people on our 
team:


• Employee led training which is supported by the Burton’s Biscuit Company
Personal Development Plan process.


• Open and transparent talent management process.


• Study support in the form of financial assistance and/or paid time off.


2 4

















Question Answer Mark 
allocation 


Assessment 
objective 


2 4 Explain the benefits of an effective training 
programme to a business such as Burton’s Biscuits. 
 
Level 1 Candidate briefly outlines one or two benefits. 
 
Level 2 Candidate attempts to explain the importance of 


an effective training programme. 
 
Level 3 Candidate provides a full explanation of the 


benefits of an effective training programme. 
 
Indicative content 
 


● Increases efficiency and productivity: enables the 
service they provide to be improved. 


● Ensures that employees have the necessary skills 
and attributes to carry out their jobs. 


● Increases the motivation and job satisfaction of 
staff: Reduced absenteeism and labour turnover. 


● Can identify employee’s potential to make an 
even better contribution to the business. 


● May reduce costs in the long run – accidents, 
injuries, recruitment costs. 


● Can make staff more flexible and better able to 
cope with change. 


● Better quality output both in relation to products 
and service. 


● Can improve the image of the business. 
● Attract good quality people to work for them. 
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AO2 3 
AO3 2 
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To make matters worse, a number of stoves had not passed final inspection prior to despatch, 
because they did not meet the very high quality standards that Mike insisted upon. Mike was 
very concerned about recent quality issues and the falling labour productivity, as well as 
the increasing number of complaints related to customer service. He called in his shop-floor 
manager, Eric, to discuss his concerns.


Eric pointed out: “We are going to have to change the way we work if we are to maintain the 
quality we pride ourselves on, especially now that we have so many staff. I think you have 
forgotten what it’s like on the factory floor because you are out and about looking for new 
customers most of the time. It’s like I have always said – production is the most important 
department if this business is to succeed.”


Discuss Eric’s view that production is the most important department in Harding’s 
Stoves if the business is to be successful. [8]


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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21: 1


22: 3



Note

Negative cash flow is recognised and the various phases of the lifecycle are understood. There is insufficient analysis as to why cash flow is negative.



Note

Rise and fall in cash flow is described and the response does not manage to leave Level 1 due to insufficient analysis of the reasons behind the rise and fall. The last five lines are irrelevant. Three marks awarded. 











